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Abstract: Vote collection together with storage of collected votes is the first
phase of practically any electronic voting (e-voting) protocol. This functionality is
provided by a bulletin board system. Many research papers in e-voting require the
existence of a secure bulletin board, but there are only a few concrete systems. In
the literature it is common to assume that bulletin board is a centralized trusted
party, but in recent works the importance of a distributed fault-tolerant bulletin
board has been raised.
In this thesis, we propose a formal model for analysis of security and functionality of a bulletin board system motivated by the security requirements Culnane
and Schneider introduced in Computer Security Foundations Symposium 2014.
We consider a secure bulletin board as a robust public transaction ledger presented
by Garay et al. in Eurocrypt 2015 that additionally provides receipts for successful
postings. More precisely, we introduce two properties: (Confirmable) Persistence
and Confirmable Liveness.
We study a bulletin board system proposed by Culnane and Schneider in our
model, and show that their protocol does not achieve Confirmable Liveness if
there exist corrupted item collection peers, but achieves Confirmable Persistence
for < N/3 corrupted item collection peers using only our trivial threshold signature scheme, otherwise the bound is < N/4. Motivated by the security analysis of
Culnane-Schneider bulletin board system, we propose a fully secure bulletin board
system and prove that it tolerates < N/3 corrupted item collection peers for Confirmable Persistence and < N/2 corrupted item collection peers for Confirmable
Liveness.
This thesis is based on a submitted paper ”A Cryptographic Approach to
Bulletin Boards” with co-authors Aggelos Kiayas, Helger Lipmaa, Janno Siim and
Thomas Zacharias.
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E-valimiste jaoks
süsteemidest

mõeldud

turvalistest

teadetetahvli-

Lühikokkuvõte: Peaaegu iga elektroonilise hääletamise protokolli esimeseks etapiks on häälte kogumine ning nende talletamine. Seda teenust pakub teadetetahvlisüsteem (bulletin board). Paljud teadusartiklid eeldavad turvalise teadetetahvlisüsteemi olemasolu, kuid konkreetseid süsteeme on välja pakutud vähe. Tihti
eeldatakse, et teadetetahvlisüsteem on tsentraalne usaldatav osapool, kuid hiljutistes töödes on tähelepanu juhitud tõrkekindla hajustalletuse olulisusele.
Käesolevas töös pakume välja formaalse mudeli teadetetahvlisüsteemi funktsionaalsuse ning turvalisuse analüüsimiseks. Meie mudeli aluseks on Culnane ja
Schneideri poolt konverentsil Computer Security Foundations Symposium 2014
väljapakutud teadetetahvlisüsteemi omadused. Me käsitleme turvalist teadetetahvlisüsteemi kui Garay ja teiste poolt konverentsil Eurocrypt 2015 tutvustatud
avalikku tehingute pearaamatut, mis õnnestunud hääle talletamise korral väljastab
kviitungi. Täpsemalt, me defineerime omadused (tõendatav) püsivus ning tõendatav
elusus.
Me analüüsime Culnane ja Schneideri väljapakutud teadetetahvlisüsteemi turvalisust ning näitame, et nende protokolli korral ei ole elususe omadus täidetud,
kui mõni kogumisneel (item collection peer) on ebaaus. Nende süsteem saavutab
tõendatava püsivuse kasutades triviaalset lävisignatuuri juhul, kui ebaausaid kogumisneele on < N/3, vastasel korral on tõke < N/4. Culnane ja Schneideri teadetetahvlisüsteemist motiveeritult pakume välja uue süsteemi, mille korral on tagatud
nii tõendatav püsivus kui ka tõendatav elusus, kui ebaausaid kogumisneele on vastavalt < N/3 ning < N/2. Lisaks on meie protokoll lihtne suhtluskeerukuselt.
Antud töö põhineb konverentsile esitatud artiklil A Cryptographic Approach
”
to Bulletin Boards”( Krüptograafiline lähenemine teadetetahvlisüsteemidele“),
”
mille kaasautoriteks on Aggelos Kiayas, Helger Lipmaa, Janno Siim ja Thomas
Zacharias.
Võtmesõnad: krüptograafia, e-hääletamine, teadetetahvlisüsteem, formaalne mudel
CERCS: P170 Arvutiteadus, arvanalüüs, süsteemid, kontroll
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1

Introduction

Electronic voting (e-voting) is one crucial aspect of electronic governance. E-voting
is expected to reduce the cost of elections and increase the voter turnout having
the overall goal to verify the entire election procedure. Two types of e-voting can
be identified: e-voting that uses voting machines located at polling stations and is
physically supervised by electoral authorities; e-voting via the Internet, also called
Internet voting (I-voting), where voting is done remotely using an electronic device
connected to the Internet.
In high-level description we may divide the server-side of e-voting into three
main stages. In the first stage, the task is to receive ballots and store them until
the end of the election period. In the second stage, we need to anonymise the
ballots and, finally, we must decrypt the encrypted ballots. These steps strongly
depend on the approach chosen, e.g., in case of code-voting [Cha01] the first and
the second steps cannot be distinguished (e.g., see [CZZ+ 16]).
The second phase can be implemented using mix-nets [Cha81]. Mix-net is a
set of mix servers that guarantee anonymity by mixing the input in a verifiable
way. Many implementations of mix-nets suitable for this scenario have been introduced, e.g., [Nef01], [Fur05], [TW10], [LZ12], [FL16], [FLZ16], and it is stated
that to guarantee the anonymity of voters at least one of the mix servers must be
uncorrupted.
The first phase can be implemented using a bulletin board (BB) system. Namely,
it involves users who submit their ballots, vote (item) collection (IC) peers who
receive and store the ballots, and a web bulletin board (WBB) that publishes the
collected votes. The bulletin board should function as a ledger, i.e., once submitted
and published, nothing can be erased.
Many research papers in e-voting require the existence of a secure BB, but
there are only a few concrete systems (see [Pet05], [HL09] for early proposals). The
authors of [CGS97] claim that BB can be viewed as a secure broadcast channel
and, therefore, it can be implemented as a set of replicated servers implementing
a Byzantine Agreement protocol. Although the latter claim is widely spread, the
implementation of a BB is not straightforward. There are only a few approaches
introduced which, in fact, are not purely Byzantine Agreement protocols. It is also
common in the literature to assume that BB is a centralized trusted party, but in
recent works ([CS14b], [CZZ+ 16]) the importance of a distributed fault-tolerant
BB has been raised.
Results presented in this thesis are joint work with Aggelos Kiayas, Helger
Lipmaa, Janno Siim and Thomas Zacharias. Furthermore, our research paper is
submitted to a computer security conference.
The goal of this thesis (and our paper) is to study the security of BB systems
for e-voting. Motivated by the requirements presented by Culnane and Schneider
6

in [CS14b], we introduce a formal framework consistent with the standards of distributed system research and cryptographic modelling to analyse the functionality
and security of BB systems. We build a connection between blockchain and BB
protocols, and formalize a secure BB system as a robust public transaction ledger
introduced in [GKL15] that additionally provides receipts for successful postings.
We define two properties named Persistence and Confirmable Liveness. The Persistence property intuitively means that in order to be published on the WBB, a
threshold set of IC peers must approve the item, and once an item is published
it cannot be removed from the WBB. In high-level, the Liveness property means
that the protocol will successfully terminate and Confirmability captures the generation of receipts. Furthermore, we want Persistence to be Confirmable, i.e., the
behaviour of corrupted WBB can be detected using a verification algorithm.
We study the security of Culnane-Schneider (C-S) BB system introduced in
[CS14b] which uses a threshold signature scheme ([Des88], [Bol03]) to generate
receipts. We show that the protocol does not achieve liveness in case we have
corrupted IC peers, but it achieves Confirmable Persistence for threshold < N/3
of corrupted IC peers using the trivial threshold signature scheme (i.e., signature
is a set of ”normal” digital signatures). In case of non-trivial threshold signatures
with distributed key generation, the threshold of corrupted IC peers is roughly
< N/4.
Based on the analysis of C-S, we propose a fully secure BB system that achieves
Confirmable Persistence and Confirmable Liveness for < N/3 and < N/2 dishonest
IC peers, respectively. The enhanced protocol is very simple from the communication complexity aspect.
Contributions of the Author: In our paper, the author of this thesis researched
thoroughly available literature on BB systems, including various e-voting protocols.
The author compared available protocols and identified requirements for a secure
BB system that could be adaptable for different e-voting systems.
The author was involved in developing a formal framework for secure BB systems. Namely, the author introduced the notation of Confirmable Persistence, i.e.,
the importance of having security against corrupted WBB in Persistence. Furthermore, the author observed that we cannot achieve both, Liveness and Soundness,
thus, the Persistence considers only Stability and Unremovability.
The author also described the C-S BB system more formally and found the
described weaknesses. More precisely, the author constructed the attacks and
observed that the protocol does not achieve liveness in case of corrupted IC peers.
Also, the author proved Confirmable Persistence and observed that it is achieved
for < N/3 corrupted IC peers only using the trivial threshold signature scheme.
The author contributed to introducing a fully secure BB system. The author of
this thesis observed that re-broadcasting the item in the Publishing protocol means
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that we do not need to execute the Optimistic and Fallback protocols, it is sufficient
that IC peers (threshold)sign their local BB records and send these signatures
to the WBB. This made our BB system very simple from the communication
complexity aspect. Furthermore, the author showed that using the trivial threshold
signature scheme, the proposed BB system achieves Persistence and Confirmable
Persistence tolerating < N/3 corrupted IC peers. The author of this thesis also
observed that our fully secure BB system achieves Confirmable Liveness for < N/2
corrupted IC peers.
In comparison to the submitted paper, in this thesis we study C-S BB system
more thoroughly: we present its detailed description and its formal security proof
in our model. Furthermore, security proofs for our fully secure BB system are more
detailed, and in this thesis, we give a good overview of other BB systems introduced
in the literature. Furthermore, we also provide the reader with backround in
distributed systems and cryptography.
Thesis Outline: We begin in Section 2 with introducing the notation and definitions used in the rest of the thesis. In Section 3 we present a cryptographic
framework to analyse BB security. This is followed in Section 4 with describing
the C-S BB system [CS14b], its security analysis and a security proof for Confirmable Persistence. In Section 5 we propose an enhanced BB system inspired by
the C-S protocol and prove its security in our model. We conclude in Section 6
with an overview of related work on BB systems.
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2

Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the notation and terminology used in the rest of this
thesis.
Consider a distributed system with global clock Clock ∈ N, each entity X has
its internal clock Clock[X] ∈ N.
Definition 2.1 ([HT94]). We say that a distributed system is synchronous if the
following conditions hold:
(i) For each step of a process there exist bounds for execution.
(ii) If an entity X sends a message to entity Y when Clock = T , then entity Y
receives it at some time Clock = T + δ (eventual message delivery).
(iii) For each entity X, it holds that |Clock[X] − Clock| ≤ ∆ (loose clock synchronization).
Analogously, a distributed system is defined as asynchronous if there are no assumptions on process execution speeds, message transmission delays and clock drift
rates.
A polynomial time Turing machine halts in polynomial time for any input. A
Turing machine M is Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) if it halts in polynomial
time for any input and additionally has a randomness tape.
In security definitions we consider security games between a challenger C and
an adversary A. We require that the advantage, i.e., the probability that any PPT
adversary A wins is negligible in the security parameter.
Definition 2.2. We say that a function ε is negligible, iff for any c ∈ N there
exists n0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n0 , ε(n) < n−c holds.
Let κ be the security parameter and denote a negligible function by negl(·).
An adversary A is defined as static if it must select the set of players to corrupt
before the execution of the computation and adaptive if the adversary chooses who
to corrupt during the computation. We say that an adversary A is covert [AL10]
if it may deviate arbitrarily from the protocol specification in an attempt to cheat,
but does not want to get ”caught”. Furthermore, we consider an adversary A as
stateful if it maintains a state across queries. In the following of this thesis, we
consider PPT adversaries.
Bitcoin [Nak08] is a decentralized payment system based on a public transaction ledger in distributed manner. Anynomous players called miners execute
a protocol that maintains and extends the blockchain. Garay et al. introduced
in [GKL15] the notation of a public transaction ledger that captures the essence
9

of Bitcoin’s operation as cryptocurrency. Namely, it guarantees two properties of
committed transactions: Persistence and Liveness. Persistence means that once
a transaction goes more than k blocks “deep” into the blockchain of one honest
player, then with overwhelming probability it will be included in blockchain of every honest player. Furthermore, the ledger will assign that traction a permanent
position. In other words, all honest players will agree on all transactions and their
order.
Liveness property claims that all transactions originating from honest account
holders will eventually end up at a depth more than k blocks in blockchain of an
honest player, meaning that (honest) transactions will eventually be inserted into
the blockchain. In Section 3 we expand this notation for our formal framework for
secure BB systems.
In [Lam77] liveness property is informally defined as a requirement that something good will eventually happen. Therefore, we may say that a protocol achieves
liveness if it eventually terminates. In this work, we consider Confirmable Liveness
described in Section 3.2.

2.1

Hash Functions

Hash functions are functions that compress an input of arbitrary length to a result
with fixed length. If hash functions satisfy additional requirements, they are a
very powerful tool in the design of techniques to protect the authenticity of information. A formal definition for a collision-resistant hash function family was given
in [Dam88].
Definition 2.3. We say that H : {0, 1}∗ × K → {0, 1}n is a collision-resistant
∗
hash function family if for random k ←
such
u K, it is hard to find x0 , x1 ∈ {0, 1}
that Hk (x0 ) = Hk (x1 ), i.e., for any PPT adversary A, there exists a negligible
function negl(·) such that for all κ ∈ N,
κ
Pr [k ←
u K, (x0 , x1 ) ← A(1 , H, k) : Hk (x0 ) = Hk (x1 )] ≤ negl(κ).

2.2

Signature Schemes

(Threshold) signature schemes can take a set of global parameters (e.g., the description of the underlying group) as an additional input. For simplicity, we omit
this in the following.
Definition 2.4. A digital signature scheme consists of three efficient algorithms,
denoted by Σ = (KGen, Sig, Vf).
KGen(1κ ): A generation algorithm KGen generates a keypair (pk, sk) ← KGen(1κ )
for a secret signing key sk and a public verification key pk.
10

Sigsk (m): A signing algorithm Sig inputs a message m and a secret signing key sk,
and returns a signature σ ← Sigsk (m) on the message m.
Vf pk (m, σ): A verification algorithm Vf takes a public verification key pk and a
message m with corresponding signature σ as input, and returns
b ← Vf pk (m, σ) where b ∈ {0, 1}.
For each (pk, sk) ∈ KGen(1κ ) and a valid message m, it holds that
Vf pk (m, Sigsk (m)) = 1.
We require the signature scheme to be existentially unforgeable against chosen message attacks. The existential unforgeability against chosen message attack
(EUF-CMA, [GMR88]) security property is defined via the following game between
a challenger C and an adversary A.
Definition 2.5. We say that a signature scheme Σ is EUF-CMA-secure if


Advforge (A) = Pr GΣA (1κ ) = 1 ≤ negl(κ),
for any PPT adversary A where
GΣA (1κ )

(pk, sk) ← KGen(1κ )
 (m∗ , σ ∗ ) ← ASigsk (·) (pk)


 if m∗ has been queried from Sigsk (·) return ⊥
return Vf pk (m∗ , σ ∗ ).
Informally, in the Definition above, we give the adversary A access to the
signing oracle Sigsk (·), and say that it wins if it manages to forge a signature on
some message m∗ , i.e., Vf pk (m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1, without querying it from the signing
oracle.

2.3

Threshold Signature Schemes

Before we define threshold signature schemes (TSS), we informally introduce the
concept of threshold secret sharing [Sha79]. Secret sharing is a well-known cryptographic method for protecting the secret s by distributing it amongst a set of N
parties.
Let t, N be two positive integers such that t < N . The set of values (s1 , . . . , sN )
is said to be a (t, N )-threshold secret sharing of the value of s, if no t values from
this set reveal any information about s while there exists an efficient algorithm
that takes as an input t + 1 values from this set and outputs s. We denote it
(t,N )

(s1 , . . . , sN ) → s.
11

Definition 2.6 ([Des88]). Let ts < N be two positive integers. Assume the existence of a (ts , N )-threshold secret sharing scheme.
A (non-interactive) threshold signature scheme T SS consists of five efficient
algorithms, denoted by TSS = (DistKeygen, ShareSig, ShareVerify, TssVf, Combine).
DistKeygen(1κ , ts , N ): A randomized distributed interactive threshold key generation protocol that is run by the parties P1 , . . . , PN . The public output is pk
and a tuple of public verification keys (pk1 , . . . , pkN ). The private output of
(ts ,N )

each Pi is a value sski such that (ssk1 , . . . , sskN ) → ssk, where ssk is the
secret key corresponding to pk.
ShareSigsski (m): A possibly randomized algorithm that takes as an input a private
key share sski and a message m outputting a signature share σi on the message m.
ShareVerify(pk, pk1 , . . . , pkN , m, (i, σi )) : Outputs b ∈ {0, 1}, depending on whether
σi is a valid i-th signature share on m.
Combine(pk, pk1 , . . . , pkN , m, (i, σi )i∈S ): Given that S ⊆ I is a subset of ts + 1
elements and σi is the ith signature share on m, outputs a full signature
σ = TSignssk (m) on m. (Or outputs ⊥, when some signature shares are
ill-formed.)
TssVf pk (m, σ): A deterministic algorithm that outputs b ∈ {0, 1}, depending on
whether σ is a valid signature on m.
For (ssk, pk, ssk1 , . . . , sskN , pk1 , . . . , pkN ) output by DistKeygen(1κ , ts , N ), if S ⊆ I
such that |S| = ts + 1, σi = ShareSigsski (m), and σ = Combine(pk, pk1 , . . . , pkN , m,
(i, σi )i∈S ), and a valid message m, it holds that
ShareVerify(pk, pk1 , . . . , pkN , m, (i, σi )) = 1, ∀ i ∈ S,
TssVf pk (m, σ) = 1.
The existential (ts , N )-unforgeability against chosen message attacks((ts , N )EUF-CMA) security property is defined via the following game between a challenger C and an adversary A.
Definition 2.7. We say that a threshold signature scheme TSS is (ts , N )- EUFCMA-secure against static corruption if
 A

Advforge (A) = Pr GTSS
(1κ ) = 1 ≤ negl(κ),
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for any stateful PPT adversary A where
G A (1κ )
 TSS
C ⊂ {1, . . . , N } ← A

 (ssk, pk, ssk1 , . . . , sskN , pk1 , . . . , pkN ) ← DistKeygen(1κ , ts , N )

ShareSigsskj (·)
 ∗ ∗
(pk, {pkj }), j ∈ {1, . . . , N }
 (m , σ ) ← A

 V = C ∪ S, S = {i : A made a signing query on (i, m∗ )} ⊂ {1, . . . , N }


 if |V| ≥ ts + 1 return ⊥
return TSSVf pk (m∗ , σ ∗ ).
Informally, in the Definition above, we let the adversary A choose the set
C of parties to corrupt and give it access to the signing oracle ShareSigsskj (·),
j ∈ {1, . . . , N }. We say that A wins if it manages to forge a signature on some
message m∗ , i.e., TssVf pk (m∗ , σ ∗ ) = 1, with seeing no more more than ts = |C ∪ S|
signature shares where S is a set of parties i such that A made a signing query on
(i, m∗ ).
Proposed (ts , N )-EUF-CMA-secure threshold signature schemes having distributed key generation, e.g., [Bol03], [LJY14], require ts < N/2.
We note that some threshold signature schemes [Sho00, AMN01] consider the
case of (k, ts , N )-threshold signature schemes, where ts is the number of corrupted
parties the scheme can tolerate, and to actually honestly give a signature, the
participation of k ≥ ts + 1 parties is required. Such schemes allow one to have
k > N/2, but they are based on a trusted dealer. Having a trusted dealer should
be avoided in e-voting scenario.
In this work, we also use the following trivial (ts , N )-TSS, where ts < N can
be any integer: given an EUF-CMA-secure signature scheme Σ, each party Pi
has independently generated public and secret keys. The signature share of Pi
on m is equal to its signature on m. Signature shares of different Pi on m are
combined by concatenating them. The TSS verification on (σ1 , . . . , σt ) succeeds
only if each individual signature verification succeeds and t > ts . Clearly, this
trivial TSS is (ts , N )-EUF-CMA-secure. Observe that in case of trivial TSS we
do not have that ssk is secret shared as stated in Definition 2.7. We have that
ssk = {sski }, i ∈ S ⊆ {1, . . . , N } such that |S| ≥ ts + 1. However, we still consider
it as a trivial TSS.
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3

Security Framework for Bulletin Boards

In this section, we present a cryptographic framework for BB systems that was
introduced in our paper. We begin with describing the parties and the protocols
involved. This is followed by introducing our framework based on security requirements from [CS14b] and modelling approach presented in [CZZ+ 16] and [GKL15].

3.1

Entities and Protocols of a Bulletin Board System

A BB system consists of a number of parties:
• The setup authority denoted by SA is responsible for generating the setup
information and initializes all other parties with their private inputs.
• The users that submit items. In case of e-voting, items can be voters’ ballots,
elections result or audit information. Let n denote the number of users.
• The item collection (IC) peers denoted by P1 , . . . , PNc that interact with
users to post items and with the WBB to publish items.
• The web bulletin board (WBB) peers denoted by WBB1 , . . . , WBBNw are responsible for publishing posted items. In general, we consider the WBB as
a distributed sub-system, although in the literature, e.g., [CS14b], the WBB
sometimes contains only one publicly accessible peer.
During the setup SA specifies a posting policy denoted by
P = (Accept(·, ·), S(·)),
where Accept(·, ·) is a binary relation defined over pairs of user IDs and items, and
S(·) is a selection function over sets of items. More precisely, for user U to post an
item x, (U, x) ∈ Accept must hold. Function S is responsible for resolving conflicts
between clashing items. It takes as input a set XU of all items published by user U
and outputs a valid item x, e.g., in Estonian e-voting [HW14] if a voter U posted
m items XU = {x1 , . . . , xm }, then only the last one must count. We may write
S(XU ) = {xm }.
The setup authority initializes all entities with description of P. Next, all
parties engage in the setup interaction and, thus, every party has a private input,
e.g., signing key of a signature scheme over standard public key infrastructure, or
an authentication password, and some public parameters denoted by params.
We capture the functionality of BB using the following protocols:
• The Posting protocol is started by a user U to post item x using private input
sU . The user U and IC peers interact and successful posting of x results in
user U obtaining a receipt rec[x].
14

• The Publishing protocol in which IC peers upload their local records of posted
items to the WBB.
There are two verification algorithms associated with the protocols: VerifyRec
takes (rec[x], x, sU , params) as input and is run by users to verify successful postings;
VerifyPub takes the published data and params as public input and is used to check
the WBB consistency.
Following [CZZ+ 16], we assume the existence of a global clock denoted by
Clock ∈ N and that each system entity X has an internal clock denoted by
Clock[X] ∈ N. We define the following events on the clocks:
• The event Init(X) : Clock[X] ← Clock, that initializes an entity X by synchronizing its internal clock Clock[X] with the global clock Clock.
• The event Inc(Clock[X]) : Clock[X] ← Clock[X] + 1, that causes the internal
clock of entity X to advance by one time unit.
Let E := {SA} ∪ {U` }`∈[n] ∪ {Pi }i∈[Nc ] ∪ {WBBj }j∈[Nw ] be the set of all entities
of a BB system. We denote by tc , tw the number of peers that the adversary may
statically corrupt and by Nc , Nw the total peers of the IC and WBB subsystem,
respectively. A corrupted peer may deviate arbitrarily from the protocol, or even go
offline again.We denote the local record of an IC peer Pi at internal time Clock[Pi ] =
T as the set of items Lpost,i,T . The set of items published by WBB peer WBBj at
internal time Clock[WBBj ] = T is denoted by Lpub,j,T .

3.2

Cryptographic Framework

The authors of [CS14b] claim that their BB must satisfy the following properties
which we refer to as Stability, Confirmability, Soundness and Unremovability:
• (bb.1) Only items that have been posted can appear on the WBB (Stability).
• (bb.2) Any item with a valid receipt must appear on the WBB (Confirmability).
• (bb.3) No clashing items must both appear on the WBB (Soundness).
• (bb.4) Once published, no items can be removed from the WBB (Unremovability).
The aforementioned properties are not formal enough to study cryptographic
security of the system. In the following, we formalise these properties. Namely,
study these properties under a formal framework inspired by the approach of distributed e-voting security of D-DEMOS [CZZ+ 16] with the notation of a robust
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public transaction ledger (RPTL) introduced in [GKL15]. The idea is to model a
secure BB as an RPTL that provides receipts for successful postings. The security
properties of an RPTL are captured using Persistence and θ-Liveness.
We introduce the concept of (Confirmable) Persistence. Persistence defined in
[GKL15] expresses the Unremovability property. In order to capture Stability, we
additionally require that an item x posted by user U cannot appear on the WBB
if it is was not added to local BB for at least Nc − 2tc honest IC peers during
the Posting protocol. We extend Persistence by considering the case that the
WBB sub-system can be also corrupted by a covert adversary. This is captured
by Confirmable Persistence where we require that any malicious behaviour of the
WBB is detected via the VerifyPub algorithm.
Confirmable θ-Liveness means that any honest user that submits an item x
will obtain a receipt within time θ and x will be published on the WBB. We
observe that Soundness and Confirmable Liveness cannot be satisfied concurrently
if honest users may post clashing items (attack in Section 4.2.1), e.g., in Estonian
e-voting [HW14] as a coercion countermeasure voters are allowed to vote multiple
times during the election period. This issue can be resolved via selection function
S. More precisely, we do not require the Soundness property to hold and allow
users to post clashing items, but we use verifiable S to remove all conflicting votes.
This allows us to achieve Confirmable Liveness.
In the threat model for Persistence, we assume asynchronous communication
allowing adversary to also drop messages between honest parties.
 The Persistence
A,tc ,tw
property is formally defined via a security game GPrst
1κ , E between a challenger C and an adversary A. The game is described in Figure 1. Informally it
means that the adversary A wins there exists a published item x which is not in
local BB records for at least Nc − 2tc honest IC peers, or at some time T an item
x was published on the WBB, but at some T 0 > T it has been removed.
In Confirmable Persistence we allow the WBB to be malicious and deviate from
the Publishing protocol.
Confirmable Persistence is formally defined
via a security


A,tc
A,tc ,tw
game GC.Prst
1κ , E that follows the steps from GPrst
1κ , E for a special case
where tw = Nw , except for the following:
• The inconsistent WBBj referred in either (P.1) or (P.2) may be any corrupted
WBB peer.
• For all j ∈ {1, . . . , Nw } and every moment T it must hold that VerifyPub
(Lpub,j,T , params) = accept.
Informally it means that verification algorithm VerifyPub must always accept.
Given the security games, Persistence and Confirmable Persistence are defined
as follows.
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Threat model for Persistence.
(P.I). The adversary A statically corrupts up to tc , tw out-of the Nc , Nw total
peers of the IC and WBB sub-systems, respectively. Then, A provides the
challenger C with the set Lcorr ⊂ E of corrupted parties. Throughout the
game, C plays the role of honest entities that include SA.
(P.II). When an honest entity X wants to transmit a message M to an honest
entity Y , then it sends (X, M, Y ) to A, which may not forward M to Y .
(P.III). A may write on the incoming network tape of any honest entity.
(P.IV). A may invoke the event Inc(Clock[X]) arbitrarily.
Protocol execution under the presence of A.
• The challenger C initiates the setup phase playing the role of SA and determines the posting policy P. It initializes every system entity X ∈ E by
running the event Init(X).
• Upon initialization, C and A engage in the setup phase, and the Posting and
Publishing protocols, where C acts on behalf of all honest entities.
• For each user U` , ` ∈ {1, . . . , n}, A may choose either of the two options:
(a). Corrupt, and thus fully control U` .
(b). Do not corrupt U` . In this case, A may initialize U` by running
Init(Clock[U` ]) only once.
• The adversary A may provide C with a message (post, U` , x) for some honest
user U` and an item x of its choice. Upon receiving (post, U` , x), C engages in
the Posting protocol on behalf of U` . If the interaction is completed successfully, C obtains a receipt rec[x] for x.
Game winning conditions.
The game outputs 1 iff there is a WBB peer W BBj ∈
/ Lcorr such that at least one
of the following holds:
(P.1). There is an item x, tc + 1 IC peers {Pik }k∈[tc +1] and moments {Tik }k∈[tc +1]
s.t. for every T 0 ≥ min {Tik }: (i) {Pi1 , . . . , Pitc +1 } ∩ Lcorr = ∅, (ii) for every
k∈[tc +1]

k ∈ [tc + 1] : x ∈
/ Lpost,ik ,Tik and (iii) x ∈ Lpub,j,T 0 (Stability attack ).
(P.2). There is an item x, and two moments T, T 0 s.t. (i) T 0 > T , (ii) x ∈ Lpub,j,T
and (iii) x ∈
/ Lpub,j,T 0 (Unremovability attack ).

A,tc ,tw κ
Figure 1: The BB Persistence security game GPrst
(1 , E) between a challenger
C and an adversary A.
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Threat model for Confirmable Liveness.
(L.I). As (P.I) in Figure 1.
(L.II). When an honest entity X wants to transmit a message M to an honest
entity Y , then it just sends (X, M, Y ) to A. If the honest entity X sends
(X, M, Y ) to A, when the global time is Clock = T , then A must write
M on the incoming network tape of Y by the time that Clock = T + δ
(eventual message delivery).
(L.III). As (P.III) in Figure 1.
(L.IV). A may invoke the event Inc(Clock[X]) under the restriction that for any
entity X, |Clock[X] − Clock| ≤ ∆ (loose clock synchronization).
Protocol execution under the presence of A.
• The challenger initiates the Setup phase playing
the role of SA and determines

the post access policy P = Accept(·, ·), S(·) . Then, it initializes every system
entity X ∈ E by running the event Init(X).
• Upon initialization, A and C engage in the Setup phase, the Posting, and
Publishing protocols as in Figure 1.
Game winning conditions.
The game outputs 1 iff there is an honest user U and a moment T s.t. the following
conditions hold:
(L.1). A provided C with the message (post, U, x) at global time Clock = T .
(L.2). No honest IC peer engages in the Publishing protocol during global time
Clock ∈ [T, T + θ].
(L.3). Either of the following is true:
(a). By internal time Clock[U] ≤ T + θ, C did not obtain a value z s.t.
VerifyRec(z, x, crU , params) = accept, or
(b). There is a WBBj ∈
/ Lcorr s.t. for any moment Tj , there is a moment
0
Tj ≥ Tj s.t. x ∈
/ Lpub,j,Tj0 .

A,δ,∆,tc ,tw κ
Figure 2: The Confirmable θ-Liveness security game Gθ−C.Live
(1 , E) between a
challenger C and an adversary A.

Definition 3.1 ((Confirmable) Persistence). Let κ be the security parameter and
BB be a BB system with Nc IC peers and Nw WBB peers. We say that BB
achieves Persistence for fault tolerance thresholds (tc , tw ), if for every PPT adver-
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sary A it holds that

 A,tc ,tw κ
(1 , E) = 1 ≤ negl(κ).
Pr GPrst
Furthermore, we say that BB achieves Confirmable Persistence for fault tolerance
threshold tc , if for every PPT adversary A it holds that

 A,tc κ
(1 , E) = 1 ≤ negl(κ).
Pr GC.Prst
In the threat model for Confirmable Liveness we consider synchronous communication with eventual message delivery and bounded synchronization loss with
respect to the global clock, specified by upper bounds δ and ∆. Confirmable
A,δ,∆,ts ,tw
θ-Liveness is formally defined via a security game GΘ−C.Live
1κ , E between a
challenger C and an adversary A in Figure 2.
Intuitively it means that the adversary A wins if an honest user does not obtain
a valid receipt within some θ, or an honestly posted item x is not published on the
WBB.
Definition 3.2 (Confirmable θ-Liveness). Let κ be the security parameter, θ, δ, ∆ ∈
N and let BB be a BB system with with Nc BB peers and Nw WBB peers. We say
that BB achieves Confirmable θ-Liveness for fault tolerance thresholds (tc , tw ), delay message bound δ and synchronization loss bound ∆, if for any PPT adversary
A, it holds that
 A,δ,∆,tc ,tw κ

Pr Gθ−C.Live
(1 , E) = 1 ≤ negl(κ).
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4

Bulletin Board of Culnane-Schneider

In this section, we describe the BB of vVote voting system ([CRST15, BCS16])
introduced by Culnane and Schneider in [CS14b]. In the following, we refer to it
also as C-S BB system. The vVote voting system was used in the state election
in the Australian state of Victoria in November 2014. We study the security of
C-S BB as it has already been used in real-world elections and the vVote system
itself has been published in IEEE Security and Privacy 2016 which is one of the
best journals in the field. In Section 6 we describe other BB systems introduced
in the literature. We have included related work in the end of this thesis, so that
the concept would be more understandable and weaknesses clearer to the reader.
We begin with detailed overview of the C-S BB system followed by its security
analysis.

4.1

Description of the System

The C-S BB uses a signature scheme Σ = (KGen, Sig, Vf) and a (ts , Nc )-threshold
signature scheme TSS = (DistKeygen, ShareSig, ShareVerify, TssVf, Combine). Denote by ski the individual signature key of peer Pi . Let ssk be the threshold
signature key, and let sski be its ith share. Denote by Clash some predefined clash
relation and by H some hash function.
The C-S BB system considers users, IC peers denoted by Pi , i ∈ {1, . . . , Nc },
and a single WBB. We note that in [CS14b] IC peers are called local BB peers, for
clarity to minimise confusion between BB peers and the WBB, we refer to IC peers
and the WBB. Clearly, the system is initialized by SA but Culnane and Schneider
do not address this in their paper. The C-S BB system runs in periods and consists
of the Posting protocol and the Publishing protocol. The Publishing protocol
consists of two protocols, the Optimistic protocol and the Fallback protocol. Each
period p is a time interval between Tbegin,p and Tend,p , i.e., p := [Tbegin,p , Tend,p ]. For
each period p an IC peer Pi has a local record Bi,p of received items x and a local
database Di,p of signatures on items x from other IC peers. In the beginning of
each period p, each peer Pi has Bi,p , Di,p ← ∅, i.e., both databases are initialized
empty.
While the following protocols directly follow C-S BB, we include more details
so it would be possible to analyse their security. C-S do not describe any Accept
nor Clash relations. For clarity, we have added the credential crU for each user
U and require that for user U to post an item x it holds that Accept(U, x) = 1.
Furthermore, C-S simply claim that each Pi checks that there is no clash between
x and previous posts, in the following we require that Clash(x, x0 ) = 0 for all
previously posted x0 . The following protocols use hash function H, but we note
that hash functions were used in the full version [CS14a], but not in the conference
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version of C-S BB [CS14b].
Assume that we have a period p. The protocol for user U to post an item x is
as follows.
Posting Protocol:
U → Pi : User U broadcasts item x with credential crU to all peers Pi , i ∈ [Nc ].
Pi → Pj : Upon receiving x from U , each Pi checks that (i) crU is valid for U (i.e
Accept(U, x) = 1) and (ii) x does not clash with any previously posted item
x0 during p or previous periods (i.e., Clash(x, x0 ) = 0). If both checks are
successful, then it broadcasts (i, m = (p, x, crU ), Sigski (m)) to all other IC
peers.
Pi : Pi waits for messages (j, m = (p, x, crU ), Sigskj (m)) from peers Pj , j 6= i, and
appends them to the dataset of received signed items Di,p .
– Upon receiving Nc − tc valid signatures on (p, x, crU ) (including its own),
Pi adds (p, x) to its local BB record Bi,p for period p.
Pi → U: Upon adding (p, x) to Bi,p , Pi sends its TSS share (i, m = (p, x),
ShareSigsski (m)) to U.
U : The user U waits for signatures (j, m = (p, x), ShareSigsskj (m)) from Nc − tc ≥
ts + 1 peers Pj , j 6= i. When this happens, let SU be a set of Nc − tc peers
from which U can combine the share. U obtains the receipt for x,
aaarec[x] := TSignssk ((p, x)) ← Combine(pk, pk1 , . . . , pkNc , (p, x), (j, σj )j∈SU ) .
Local BB records are published at the end of each period p. The Fallback
protocol is executed only if the threshold of peers (Nc − tc ) do not agree on local
BB records in the end of the Optimistic protocol. If all peers are honest, the
Fallback protocol is never executed.
Optimistic Protocol:

Pi → Pj : Each Pi broadcasts i, m = (p, H(Bi,p )), Sigski (m)) to all other IC peers.
– Each Pi waitsuntil it receives Nc − tc valid signatures j, m = (p, H(Bj,p )),
ρj := Sigskj , (m) from different IC peers (including its own).
n
o
– If ] j ∈ I : H(Bj,p ) = H(Bi,p ) ∧ Vf pkj (ρj ) = 1 < Nc − tc , then Pi broadcasts a message (i, m = (p, Di,p ), Sigski (m)) to all IC peers, indicating that it
engages in the Fallback protocol (see below).
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Pi → WBB: Each Pi sends (i, m = (p, Bi,p ), ShareSigsski (m)) to WBB.
– WBB waits for messages (j, m = (p, Bj,p ), σj = ShareSigsskj (m)) from at
least Nc − tc ≥ ts + 1 peers Pj .
– Otherwise, let S be a set of those ≥ Nc − tc peers that agree on the
contents of the BB and let Bp be the board of agreed-on contents. Obtain
TSignssk ((p, Bp )) ← Combine(pk, pk1 , . . . , pkNc , (p, Bp ), (j, σj )j∈S ).
– Publish WBBreceipt[p, Bp ] := (m = (p, Bp ), TSignssk (m)).
Fallback Protocol:
Pi → Pj : Each Pi broadcasts (i, m = (p, Di,p ), Sigski , (m)) to all other IC peers.
– Each Pj , j 6= i, updates its database with the new data, i.e., with the
signatures it is missing, and then
updates its board. More precisely, if

Vf pki m = (p, Di,p ), Sigski , (m)) = 1, then Pj will put all new signatures
in Di,p to its database Dj,p (i.e. Pj sets Dj,p ← Dj,p ∪ Di,p ). For any x: if Pj
has Nc − tc valid signatures on (p, x, crU ) then he adds (p, x) to Bj,p .

– Pj broadcasts a message j, m = (p, H(Bj,p )), Sigskj (m) indicating that it
re-engages in Step 1 of the Optimistic protocol (see above) for the updated
record Bj,p .

4.2

Security Analysis

The authors of [CS14b] use the Event-B modelling approach [Abr10] to prove the
correctness and security of the system. The idea is that the system is described
in terms of states it can have and events that transform the state. Event-B uses
set theory as a modelling notation and refinement to represent systems at different abstraction levels. Refinement intuitively means that one system implements
another. The goal is to verify consistency between different refinement levels.
The security of C-S is proved in a weaker model that has a number of restrictions on the adversarial power. In the following, we study the security of the C-S
BB system in the threat model introduced in Section 3.2.
4.2.1

Attacking Confirmable Persistence

Observe that in the Posting protocol users are not allowed to post clashing data.
This allows the Soundness property (bb.3) to hold. Persistence property holds as
in case of honest WBB, it will never accept inconsistently posted items nor remove
any published items.
Confirmable Persistence property considers security against corrupted WBB.
All data published must be accompanied with a valid receipt (WBBreceipt), thus
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an attack against Stability and Unremovability will be an attack against (ts , Nc )TSS and Σ. To be precise, the C-S BB assumes (k, ts , Nc ) - TSS where ts = tc and
k = Nc − ts > ts + 1, and claim that their protocol can tolerate < Nc /3 corrupted
IC peers. However, they do not refer the reader to any specific constructions of
TSSs. Schemes with such properties do exist (e.g., [Sho00, AMN01]), but they are
based on a trusted dealer. Having a trusted third party should be avoided in our
scenario.
TSSs based on distributed interactive key generation protocol have been introduced (e.g., [Bol03]), but they are based on the assumptions that k = ts + 1
and ts < Nc /2, the latter is due to the key generation phase. Therefore, we take
ts < Nc /2.
Consider the following attack against Confirmable Persistence and especially
Unremovability (property (bb.4)). Assume that we have (ts = dNc /2e − 1, Nc )EUFCMA-secure TSS and tc = dNc /3e − 1 < Nc /3. We show that a corrupted
WBB can output two valid WBBreceipts for a period p, i.e.,
w = WBBreceipt[p, Bp ] = (m = (p, Bp ), σ = TSignssk (m)),
w0 = WBBreceipt[p, Bp0 ] = (m0 = (p, Bp0 ), σ 0 = TSignssk (m0 )),
w 6= w0 : TssVf pk (m, σ) = TssVf pk (m0 , σ 0 ) = 1.
Let th := ts −tc . In period p user U posts an item x, but does not obtain a receipt
rec[x], because the adversary blocked the communication such that (x, p) ∈ Bi,p
for only one honest peer Pi . In the end of period p, the Optimistic protocol is
executed, and the adversary blocks communication such that exactly (ts +1)−tc =
th + 1 = dNc /2e − dNc /3e + 1 honest peers and corrupted peers threshold sign a Bp
such that (x, p) 6∈ Bp and send it to the WBB. More precisely, the WBB receives
(th + 1) + tc = ts + 1 signature shares on (p, Bp ) such that x 6∈ Bp , and can output
a valid receipt w. Remaining honest peers execute the Fallback followed by the
Optimistic protocol, and agree on Bp0 such that (x, p) ∈ Bp0 . After that, the WBB
can output a valid receipt w0 such that x ∈ Bp0 .
Therefore, a corrupted WBB can output two valid w and w0 for one period p,
and the Unremovability property is violated. In the next section, we show that
the C-S BB system tolerates tc < Nc /4 corrupted IC peers to achieve Confirmable
Persistence when not using the trivial TSS defined in Section 2.3.
4.2.2

Attacking Confirmable Liveness

Before describing an attack against Confirmable Liveness, we present the liveness
assumptions of C-S BB system. One of the following three conditions should hold.
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• All IC peers are honest and online. No adversary is considered for IC peers.
• The number of corrupted peers < Nc /3 and all users are honest. Under this
assumption, all users must always broadcast their postings. As a result all
IC peers will be aware of this. We will show that this is crucial to achieve
liveness as a corrupted user may engage in the Posting protocol such that
liveness is affected.
• The number of corrupted peers < Nc /3, but they do not change their database
once it is fixed and will not send different databases to different peers, but
users can be corrupted. In this case adversary A is considered to be covert.
This assumption implies that adversary can still cause stopping failures (due
to protocol re-runs after malicious detection) which is an attack against
liveness.
Culnane and Schneider allow peers to go arbitrarily offline and online as long
as always a threshold set of honest peers is online. If that is the case, the adversary
can make peers go online and offline so that no messages are never delivered and
liveness cannot be achieved. Thus, we do not consider this as an option.
In general, these liveness assumptions are not preserved under a standard security framework. Next, we show that without aforementioned assumptions, the
liveness of C-S BB system can be broken.
Consider the following attack. In period p an honest user Uh broadcasts xh
to all peers Pi , i ∈ [Nc ], and obtains a valid receipt rec[xh ]. Next, a corrupted
user Uc deviates from broadcasting and sends xc to all tc corrupted IC peers and
exactly N − 2tc honest IC peers. Denote the latter set of honest peers by H[xc ].
Observe, that even if tc honest peers are not even aware of x, the collaboration of
tc + (Nc − 2tc ) = Nc − tc is enough so that Uc obtains a valid receipt rec[xc ], yet
xc ∈ Bi,p only for honest peers Pi ∈ H[xc ]. Denote by S[xc ] the tc honest peers s.t.
xc 6∈ Bi,p .
Next, the Optimistic protocol is executed and corrupted peers send their signed
local BB records only to honest peers from set H[xc ]. After that step, all corrupted
peers remain inert. Therefore, honest peers from set S[xc ] want to execute the
Fallback protocol, but honest peers from set H[xc ] send their signed databases to
the WBB. As a result, the WBB does not receive Nc − tc signature shares on Bp
and cannot publish anything for period p. Hence, liveness cannot be achieved.
The weakness in the design of C-S exploited by the above attack is that users
are the only ones responsible for providing the posted items to the IC peers. Thus,
liveness cannot be achieved in case there exist corrupted IC peers. In the following,
we propose re-broadcasting of posted items to guarantee that if at least one honest
peers receives an item, then eventually all honest peers will do so.
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4.3

Confirmable Persistence of Culnane-Schneider Bulletin
Board System

The authors of [CS14b] use Event-B modelling and refinement approach to prove
the correctness and security of their BB system, but its actual cryptographic security is unknown.
In this section, we prove Confirmable Persistence for C-S BB system. Recall
that since it has only one WBB peer, we denote WBB := WBB1 and the view of
the WBB as Lpub,T := Lpub,1,T . Let Prec[p] be the set of periods preceding p. The
total view of the WBB at some T during period p, is the union of the agreed and
published BB records for all periods in Prec[p].
For clarity, in the following proofs for C-S BB system, we do not consider hash
functions, we assume that H is collision-resistant.
The verification algorithms VerifyRec and VerifyPub are defined as
VerifyRec(rec[x], x, crU , params) := TssVf pk (m = (p, x), TSignssk (m)),
V
VerifyPub(Lpub,T , params) := p̃∈Prec[p] TssVf pk (m = (p̃, Bp̃ ), TSignssk (m)),
n
o
S
where Lpub,T := p̃∈Prec[p] WBBreceipt[p̃, Bp̃ ] .
We begin with a useful Lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that TSS is (ts , Nc )-EUF-CMA-secure. Assume that th ≥ tc ,
A,P,tc κ
(1 , E) = 1
where th := ts − tc . Let A be an arbitrary PPT adversary. If GC.Prst
for the C-S BB system (and the BB system from Section 5), then for any period p
with 1 − negl(κ) probability there exist a set H := {Pik }k∈[th +1] of honest IC peers
that output ShareSigsski ((p, Bp )) for k ∈ [th + 1].
k

A,P,tc κ
(1 , E) = 1
Proof. Let T > Tend,p be a moment after the end of period p. If GC.Prst
then VerifyPub L
=
accept.
Therefore,
WBBreceipt[p,
B
]
=
m
= (p, Bp ),
p
 pub,T
σ = TSignssk (m) ∈ Lpub,T such that TssVf pk (m, σ) = 1.
As a contradiction, assume that less than th +1 honest peers output a threshold
signature on (p, Bp ). We construct the following adversary ATSS that breaks the
static (ts , Nc )-EUF-CMA security of TSS.
A,P,tc κ
ATSS invokes A and emulates the game GC.Prst
(1 , E) playing the role of the
challenger C, as follows: the adversary A responds with the set of corrupted peers
Lcorr , so ATSS in turn sends the set of corrupted IC peers IC ⊆ Lcorr to the (ts , Nc )EUF-CMA challenger and hence corrupts the same subset of peers (players). Each
time A makes a signature share query for some Pi 6∈ IC, ATSS makes the same
query to the signing oracle who returns the correct signature share, and forwards
the signature share to A.
Since TssVf pk ((p, Bp ), σ) = 1, and A queried less than th + 1 honest peers then
A forged the threshold signature σ. If that is the case, ATSS outputs ((p, Bp ), σ) as
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A,P,tc κ
(1 , E) with non-negligible probability,
a successful forgery. Thus, if A wins GC.Prst
then ATSS outputs a successful forgery with non-negligible probability which contradicts to the (ts , Nc )-EUF-CMA-security of TSS. Therefore, with 1 − negl(κ)
probability, some set H of th + 1 honest peers threshold signed (p, Bp ).

Next, we are ready to give a proof for Confirmable Persistence.
Theorem 4.2. Let Nc , tc , ts ∈ N. Let Σ be an EUF-CMA-secure signature scheme
and TSS be a (ts , Nc )-EUF-CMA-secure TSS. If tc < (ts + 1)/2, then the C-S BB
system with Nc IC peers over TSS achieves tc -Confirmable Persistence.
Proof. Let A be an arbitrary PPT adversary against the Confirmable Persistence
A,P,tc κ
(1 , E). In the following th := ts − tc . We show that with 1 − negl(κ)
game GC.Prst
probability neither of the properties (P.1) nor (P.2) from Figure 1 can hold and
VeryfyPub accepts. Consider the following cases. 
There is a moment T 0 such that VerifyPub Lpub,T 0 = accept, then (P.1) can not
hold. Suppose there exists an item (x, p), honest peers H0 = {Pik }k∈[tc +1] such that
H0 ∩ Lcorr = ∅, and moments {Tik }k∈[tc +1] with the following properties. For every
moment T 0 ≥ min {Tik }:
k∈[tc +1]

(i) (x, p) ∈ Lpub,T 0 ;
(ii) ∀k ∈ [tc + 1] (x, p) ∈
/ Lpost,ik ,Tik ;

(iii) VerifyPub Lpub,T 0 = accept.

Take T 0 = min {Tik }. As VerifyPub Lpub,T 0 = accept and TSS is (ts , Nc )k∈[tc +1]

unforgeable, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that with 1 − negl(κ) probability at least
th + 1 honest peers signed Bp such that (x, p) ∈ Bp no later than moment T 0 .
An honest peer threshold signs Bp if it has obtained Nc − tc signatures on
(p, Bp ). Suppose now that less than Nc − 2tc of the signatures are from honest
peers. We show that in that case we can construct an adversary AΣ that breaks
the unforgeability of Σ.
AΣ invokes A and plays C in the Confirmable Persistence game. AΣ runs A
that returns Lcorr , the set of corrupted peers. Challenger for the EUF-CMA game
sends pk to AΣ . Adversary AΣ assigns key pk to a random peer Pi 6∈ Lcorr , and
for the rest of the system, runs setup as usual. AΣ interacts with A and collects
signatures on (p, Bp ) to a set S. With certain probability Pi ’s signature is in S
and Pi is the honest peer that did not sign (p, Bp ). Adversary AΣ returns Pi ’s
signature as a forgery.
Therefore, at least Nc − 2tc of the signatures are from honest peers Pi and for
these honest peers (x, p) ∈ Bi,p . Since (Nc − 2tc ) + (tc + 1) = Nc − tc + 1 > Nc − tc ,
we have a contradiction.
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There exists a moment T 0 such that VerifyPub Lpub,T 0 = accept, then (P.2) can
not hold. First, let us show that for a single period p with 1 − negl(κ) probability
A can output a valid threshold signature for exactly one database Bp .
Assume to the contrary that A outputs
w = WBBreceipt[p, Bp ] = (m = (p, Bp ), σ = TSignssk (m)),
w0 = WBBreceipt[p, Bp0 ] = (m0 = (p, Bp0 ), σ 0 = TSignssk (m0 )),
w 6= w0 : Vf pk (m, σ) = Vf pk (m0 , σ 0 ) = 1.
It follows from Lemma 4.1, that with probability 1 − negl(κ) some set H of
th + 1 honest peers threshold signed (p, Bp ) and some set H0 of th + 1 honest
peers threshold signed (p, Bp0 ). According to the protocol description, H ∩ H0 = ∅.
An honest IC peer threshold signs Bp if it has obtained Nc − tc signatures on
(p, Bp ). Suppose now that less than Nc −2tc of the signatures are from honest peers.
In that case we can construct an adversary AΣ that breaks EUF-CMA-security of
Σ, the construction of AΣ is the same as above.
Therefore, at least Nc − 2tc of the signatures are from honest peers. Denote
them by set S. Since |S| + |H0 | ≥ Nc − 2tc + th + 1 > Nc − tc at least one honest
peer Pi threshold signs Bp0 and also sends signature on Bp . If Pi threshold signs
Bp0 , then the protocol is over for it and it would not sign Bp0 . Then it must first
sign Bp and then threshold sign the database Bp0 . Therefore Bp ⊆ Bp0 .
Arguing similarly we get that there must me be some honest peer Pj that first
signed Bp0 and later threshold signed Bp . Then also Bp0 ⊆ Bp . Hence, Bp = Bp0 ,
which contradicts our assumption.
S
Next, we show that (P.2) can not hold. We have that Lpub,T := p̃∈Prec[p]
n
o
WBBreceipt[p̃, Bp̃ ] . Suppose that there exist moments T and T 0 > T , and

VerifyPub Lpub,T = accept such that (x, p̂) ∈ Lpub,T and (x, p̂) 6∈ Lpub,T 0 . As
(x, p̂) ∈ Lpub,T , it follows that there exists p̂ ∈ Prec[p] such that (x, p̂) ∈ Bp̂ . On
the contrary, as (x, p̂) 6∈ Lpub,T 0 , we have that (x, p̂) 6∈ Bp̂0 . Since for every period p
adversary can output valid signature for one database, we have a contradiction.
The above implies that if we have ts < Nc /2, the C-S BB system tolerates
roughly < Nc /4 corrupted IC peers, Culnane and Schneider claim that their system
can tolerate < Nc /3 corrupted IC peers. We note that when using the trivial
threshold signature defined in Section 2, the protocol tolerates roughly < Nc /3
corrupted IC peers.
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A Fully Secure Bulletin Board System

In this section, we present an enhanced BB system based on the C-S BB system
which is fully secure in our framework proposed in Section 3. More precisely,
our fully secure BB system achieves (Confirmable) Persistence and Confirmable
Liveness for < Nc /3 and < Nc /2 corrupted IC peers, respectively. Furthermore,
the enhanced system is simple from the communication complexity aspect. This
system is also introduced in our paper.

5.1

Description of the System

As in Section 4.1, we use a signature scheme Σ = (KGen, Sig, Vf) and a (ts , Nc )threshold signature scheme TSS = (DistKeygen, ShareSig, ShareVerify, TssVf,
Combine). Denote by ski the individual signature key of peer Pi . Let ssk be the
threshold signature key, and let sski be its ith share.
As the C-S BB system, the enhanced system contains users, IC peers denoted
by Pi , i ∈ {1, . . . , Nc }, and a single WBB. The new system also contains SA that
initializes the entities. The protocol runs in periods and consists of the Posting
protocol and the Publishing protocol. Each period p is a time interval between
Tbegin,p and Tend,p , i.e., p := [Tbegin,p , Tend,p ]. For each period p an IC peer Pi
has a local record Bi,p of received items x and a local database Di,p of received
peers’ signatures of items x. In the beginning of each period p, each peer Pi has
Bi,p , Di,p ← ∅, i.e., databases are initialized empty.
We enhance the C-S protocol by re-broadcasting x. Namely, an IC peer Pi
will re-broadcast item x, if it has not received it from a user U but received
(j, m = (p, x, crU ), Sigskj (m)) from another IC peer Pj . This prevents the attack
described in Section 4.2.2. Furthermore, the new Publishing protocol does not
include Optimistic and Fallback protocols. In the new Publishing protocol, in the
end of each period each IC peer (threshold)signs its local BB record and sends it
to the WBB.
Assume that we have a period p. The protocol for user U to post item x is as
follows.
Posting Protocol:
U → Pi : User U broadcasts item an x with credential crU to all peers Pi , i ∈ [Nc ].
Pi → Pj : Upon receiving x from U, each Pi checks that crU is valid for U, i.e
Accept(U, x) = 1. If the check is successful, then it broadcasts (i, m =
(p, x, crU ), Sigski (m)) to all other IC peers.
Pi : Pi waits for messages (j, m = (p, x, crU ), Sigskj (m)) from peers Pj , j 6= i, and
adds them to the dataset of received signed items Di,p .
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– Upon receiving a message (j, m = (p, x, crU ), Sigskj (m)), if Pi has not
received (x, crU ) from some user and has not previously broadcast (i, m,
Sigski (m)), and Accept(U, x) = 1, then it broadcasts (i, m, Sigski (m)) to all
other IC peers.
– Upon receiving Nc − tc − 1 valid signatures on (p, x, crU ), Pi adds (p, x) to
local BB record Bi,p for period p.
Pi → U: Upon adding (p, x) to Bi,p , Pi sends (i, m = (p, x), ShareSigsski (m)) to U.
U: The user U waits for valid TSS share signatures (j, m = (p, x), ShareSigsskj (m))
from Nc − tc ≥ ts + 1 peers Pj , j 6= i. When this happens, let SU be a set
of Nc − tc IC peers from which U can combine the share. U sets obtains the
receipt for x
aaarec[x] := TSignssk ((p, x)) ← Combine(pk, pk1 , . . . , pkNc , (p, x), (j, σj )j∈SU ) .
In the end of each period p, local BB records are published. The publishing
protocol of our fully secure BB system is presented below.
Publishing Protocol:
Pi → WBB: Each Pi sends (i, m = (p, Bi,p ), ShareSigsski (m)) to the WBB.
– WBB waits for messages (j, m = (p, Bj,p ), σj = ShareSigsskj (m)) from at
least ts + 1 peers j.
– Let S be a set of those ≥ Nc − tc peers that agree on the contents of the
BB and let Bp be the board of agreed-on contents. Obtain
aaaaaaaaTSignssk ((p, Bp )) ← Combine(pk, pk1 , . . . , pkNc , (p, Bp ), (j, σj )j∈S ) .
– Publish WBBreceipt[p, Bp ] := (m = (p, Bp ), TSignssk (m)).

5.2

Confirmable Persistence

We use the same notation as in Section 4.3, recall that VerifyRec and VerifyPub are
defined as
VerifyRec(rec[x], x, crU , params) := TssVf pk (m = (p, x), TSignssk (m)),
V
VerifyPub(Lpub,T , params) := p̃∈Prec[p] TssVf pk (m = (p̃, Bp̃ ), TSignssk (m)),
n
o
S
where Lpub,T := p̃∈Prec[p] WBBreceipt[p̃, Bp̃ ] , and Prec[p] is the set of periods
preceding p. In other words, the total view of the WBB at some T during period p,
is the union of the agreed and published BB records for all periods in Prec[p]. Next
theorems follow the notation from formal definition of (Confirmable) Persistence
(see Definition 3.1).
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Theorem 5.1 (Confirmable Persistence). Let Nc , tc , ts ∈ N and set ts = Nc −tc −1.
Let TSS be a (ts , Nc )-EUF-CMA-secure TSS (e.g., the trivial TSS). If tc < Nc /3,
then the fully secure BB system with Nc IC peers over TSS achieves Confirmable
Persistence for tolerance threshold tc .
Proof. Let A be an arbitrary PPT adversary against Confirmable Persistence game
A,P,tc κ
(1 , E). We set th := ts − tc . If tc < Nc /3, then th > tc − 1. We show that
GC.Prst
with 1 − negl(κ) probability neither of the properties (P.1) nor (P.2) from Figure
1 can hold and VerifyPub accepts. This implies that A cannot win and completes
the proof.

There is a moment T 0 s.t. if VerifyPub Lpub,T 0 , params = accept, then (P.1) can
not hold: Suppose there exists an item (x, p), honest peers H0 = {Pik }k∈[tc +1] such
that H0 ∩ Lcorr = ∅, and moments {Tik }k∈[tc +1] with the following properties. For
every moment T 0 ≥ min{Tik : k ∈ [tc + 1]}:
(i) (x, p) ∈ Lpub,T 0 ;
(ii) ∀k ∈ [tc + 1] (x, p) ∈
/ Lpost,ik ,Tik ;

(iii) VerifyPub Lpub,T 0 = accept.

Take T 0 = min{Tik : k ∈ [tc + 1]}. As VerifyPub Lpub,T 0 = accept and TSS is
(ts , Nc )-EUF-CMA-secure, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that at least th + 1 honest
peers signed Bp such that (x, p) ∈ Bp no later than moment T 0 . Since th =
Nc − 2tc − 1, we have that (th + 1) + (tc + 1) > Nc − tc , so there exists an honest
peer that threshold signed two databases in period p (one with (x, p) and one
without (x, p)). This contradicts the Publishing protocol
 description.
0
There is a moment T s.t. if VerifyPub Lpub,T 0 , params = accept, then(P.2) can
not hold: First, let us show that for a single period p with 1 − negl(κ) probability
A can output a valid threshold signature for exactly one database.
Assume to the contrary that A outputs
w = WBBreceipt[p, Bp ] = (m = (p, Bp ), σ = TSignssk (m)),
w0 = WBBreceipt[p, Bp0 ] = (m0 = (p, Bp0 ), σ 0 = TSignssk (m0 )),
w 6= w0 : Vf pk (m, σ) = Vf pk (m0 , σ 0 ) = 1.
It follows from Lemma 4.1, that with 1 − negl(κ) probability, some set H of
th + 1 honest peers threshold signed (p, Bp ) and some set H0 of th + 1 honest
peers threshold signed (p, Bp0 ). According to the Publishing protocol description,
we have that H ∩ H0 = ∅. Since tc < Nc /3, we have that (th + 1) + (th + 1) =
2(ts − tc + 1) = 2(Nc − tc − 1 − tc + 1) = 2(Nc − 2tc ) > Nc − tc , so at least one
honest IC peer threshold signed both Bp and Bp0 . This leads to a contradiction
as according to the Publishing protocol an honest peer threshold signs only one
database in period p.
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Now we
n show that (P.2) ocan not hold. Recall that we have that Lpub,T :=
WBBreceipt[p̃, Bp̃ ] . Suppose that there exist moments T and T 0 > T ,
p̃∈Prec[p]

and VerifyPub Lpub,T = accept such that (x, p̂) ∈ Lpub,T and (x, p̂) 6∈ Lpub,T 0 . As
(x, p̂) ∈ Lpub,T , it follows that there exists p̂ ∈ Prec[p] such that (x, p̂) ∈ Bp̂ . On
the contrary, as (x, p̂) 6∈ Lpub,T 0 , we have that (x, p̂) 6∈ Bp̂0 . Since for every period
p adversary can output valid signature for one database, we have a contradiction.
S

Observe that in the fully secure BB system, an honest WBB adds Bp to Lpub,T
only if it can combine a valid signature TSignssk ((p, Bp )). Thus, the following
Theorem follows trivially.
Theorem 5.2 (Persistence). Let Nc , tc , ts ∈ N and set ts = Nc − tc − 1. Let
TSS be a (ts , Nc )-EUF-CMA-secure TSS (e.g., the trivial TSS). If tc < Nc /3, then
the fully secure BB system with Nc IC peers over TSS achieves Persistence for
tolerance thresholds (tc , 0).
Our fully secure BB system requires ts = Nc − tc − 1, i.e., we must use the
trivial TSS defined in Section 2.3. This is indeed equal to claiming that instead
of TSS, we use EUF-CMA-secure Σ, and require that a user/the WBB waits for
Nc − tc valid signatures. We use the language of TSS for consistency with the C-S
BB system.
We recall that in case of our trivial TSS the signature is a concatenation of
individual signatures. Thus, a valid threshold signature is longer than for classical
TSS. As Nc is rather small for BB systems, this is not an issue.

5.3

Confirmable Liveness

In this section, we give a proof for Confirmable Liveness (see Definition 3.2) of
the new fully secure BB system. Recall that Confirmable Liveness is not achieved
by the original C-S BB system described in Section 4. In the following proof,
we show that for every p = [Tbegin,p , Tend,p ], an honest user that posts an item x
during p at least some specified time prior to Tend,p will obtain a receipt for x
and x will be published on the WBB. Taking account the delay message bound δ
and synchronization loss bound ∆, we consider that each (honest) peer Pi stops
broadcasting messages in the Posting protocol at local time Clock[Pi ] = Tend,p + ∆
and stops receiving messages and engages in the Publishing protocol for period p
at local time Clock[Pi ] = Tend,p + ∆ + δ.
Theorem 5.3 (Confirmable θ-Liveness). Let θ, δ, ∆, Nc , tc , ts ∈ N. Let Σ be an
EUF-CMA-secure signature scheme and TSS be a (ts , Nc )-EUF-CMA-secure TSS.
Let Tcomp ∈ N be the time complexity upper bound of the processes in the fully
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secure protocol. If tc < ts + 1 ≤ Nc − tc , then the BB system described with
Nc IC peers over Σ and TSS achieves θ-Confirmable Liveness for fault tolerance
thresholds (tc , 0), delay message bound δ and synchronization loss bound ∆, and
for every θ ≥ ∆ + 3δ + (2Nc + 3)Tcomp .
Proof. For θ ≥ ∆ + 3δ + (2Nc + 3)Tcomp , consider an adversary A against the
A,δ,∆,tc ,0 κ
θ-Confirmable Liveness game Gθ−C.Live
(1 , E) that wins. Assume that conditions
A,δ,∆,tc ,0 κ
(L.1) and (L.2) of Gθ−C.Live (1 , E) hold. Namely,
(L.1) for some honest user U, A provides C with the message (post, U, x) at global
time Clock = T , where T is during a period p = [Tbegin,p , Tend,p ].
(L.2) no Publishing protocol execution happens during global time interval
[T, T + θ].
In the BB system, the Publishing protocol starts at global time Clock = Tend,p ,
which suggests that U engaged at the Posting protocol at global time Clock = T ≤
Tend,p − θ.
We will show that condition (L.3) can not hold, which implies that A can not
win the game and completes the proof. We analyse the following cases.
(L.3.a) can not hold: By global time Clock ≤ T + θ, U will obtain a valid receipt
rec[x] for x with 1 − negl(κ) probability. Based on the description of the Posting
protocol in Section 5.1, we show that the waiting time for U is upper bounded by
the value θ∗ := ∆ + 3δ + (2Nc + 3)Tcomp . In our computation, we always consider
time advancement according to the description of the the Posting protocol and
under the restrictions posed in the Confirmable Liveness game, i.e., message delay
bound δ and synchronization bound ∆. We assume that if global clock Clock ≤ T 0 ,
then for all entities X Clock[X] ≤ T 0 + ∆, and A cannot change the global clock
Clock.
By (L.1), when U broadcasts (x, crU ), the global time is Clock = T . Hence,
taking into account the clock synchronization bound ∆, each peer Pi has then
internal time Clock[Pi ] ≤ T + ∆, and each Pi will receive x at global time time
Clock ≤ T + δ.
Upon receiving (x, crU ), each Pi checks the validity of crU , and computes (all computation is done in time 2 · Tcomp ) and broadcasts the value (i, m = (p, x, crU ),
Sigski (m)) to all other IC peers by global time
Clock ≤ T + δ + 2Tcomp .
Therefore, according to the Posting protocol description, each peer Pi will
receive signatures from other honest peers by global time
Clock ≤ (T + δ + 2Tcomp ) + δ = T + 2δ + 2Tcomp ,
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as user U broadcast (x, crU ) to all IC peers.
In order for an honest peer Pi to add (p, x) to Bi,p , it must receive and verify
the validity of Nc − tc − 1 signatures from the other peers, as the adversary can
also send at most tc invalid messages on behalf of malicious IC peers1 . The time
required for verification is at most (tc + (Nc − tc − 1)) · Tcomp = (Nc − 1) · Tcomp ,
and the signature share will be created in time Tcomp . Therefore, each honest Pi
will send its TSS share at global time
Clock ≤ (T + 2δ + 2Tcomp ) + Nc Tcomp = T + 2δ + (Nc + 2)Tcomp .
The user U will obtain TSS shares from all honest peers by global time
Clock ≤ (T + 2δ + (Nc + 2)Tcomp ) + δ = T + 3δ + (Nc + 2)Tcomp .
The user U requires at most Nc ·Tcomp to verify all shares (again, A can send invalid
shares). Finally, the user U will require at most Tcomp time to combine the TSS
shares and obtain her receipt by global time
Clock ≤ (T + 3δ + (Nc + 2)Tcomp ) + (Nc + 1)Tcomp = T + 3δ + (2Nc + 3)Tcomp ,
and by internal time
Clock[U] ≤ T + ∆ + 3δ + (2Nc + 3)Tcomp .
Consequently, we set the upper bound θ∗ for the waiting time of U as
θ∗ := ∆ + 3δ + (2Nc + 3)Tcomp .
The validity of the receipt that U computes derives directly from the fact that
Nc − tc ≥ ts + 1 > tc and TSS is (ts , Nc )-EUF-CMA-secure with 1 − negl(κ)
probability.
If there is a moment T 0 s.t. for every T 00 ≥ T 0 , x is included in the view of WBB,
then (L.3.b) can not hold. To prove this statement, we first show that by the end
of period p, all honest peers agree on their local records, i.e., for every distinct
honest peers Pi , Pj , it holds that Bi,p = Bj,p . This happens because the following
two cases hold.
(i) All honest peers agree on the actions of the honest users: since condition
A,δ,∆,tc ,0 κ
(L.2) of Gθ−C.Live
(1 , E) and θ ≥ θ∗ , every honest peer Pi contributes to the
generation of receipts of all honest users by providing its TSS share when receiving
an honest post (x, crU ). Recall that an honest user will always engage in the Posting
1

The malicious IC peers can send messages arbitrarily. However, for simplicity and without
loss of generality for the liveness guarantee, we treat the messages of each malicious peer as a
block. Thus, Pi can receive at most tc malicious messages.
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protocol consistently with posting policy P by never posting non-accepting items.
In addition, by the description in Section 5.1, TSS shares are provided only after
the honest peers add an honestly posted item in their local records. By the EUFCMA security of Σ, with 1 − negl(κ) probability, when verification is complete Pi
is ascertained that Nc − tc − 1 honest peers have received and signed x. Therefore,
each honest peer Pi includes every honestly posted item x in Bi,p .
(ii) All honest peers agree on the actions of the malicious users: this case captures
of the following two sub-cases:
(a) A malicious user Û posted an item x̂ such that at least honest peer Pi is
aware of x̂: by the description in Section 5.1, Pi will broadcast x̂ upon receiving
it from Û. Therefore, with some delay, all honest peers will receive x̂ and engage
in the process of agreement for receipt generation. The latter implies that each
honest peer Pj will either reject x̂ as Pi will do or accept x̂ as Pi will do, resulting
in the addition of x̂ in every honest local BB record.
(b) A malicious user Û posted an item x̂ such that no honest IC peer is aware
of x̂: For instance, Û partially broadcast x only to the tc malicious peers. In this
case, clearly no honest IC peer will include x̂ in its local record. (Observe that if
malicious IC peer sends his signature on x̂ to at least one honest IC peer Pi , we
can argue similarly as in (a), i.e., if Pi accepts x, with some delay, all honest peers
will receive x̂ and engage in the process of agreement for receipt generation if Pi
accepts.)
Taking into account the message delay δ for re-broadcasting among the honest
IC peers, and the fact that each honest Pi stops broadcasting messages in the
Posting protocol at time Clock[Pi ] = Tend,p + ∆ and stops receiving messages and
engages in the Publishing protocol at time
Clock[Pi ] = Tend,p + ∆ + δ,
agreement on the local BB records is guaranteed. As a result, all Nc −tc ≥ ts +1 >
tc honest peers will provide the WBB with (i, m = (p, Bi,p ), ShareSigsski (m)) by
global time at most
Clock ≤ (Tend,p + δ) + Tcomp = Tend,p + δ + Tcomp .
In the above we have that an IC peer creates a signature share in time Tcomp .
Then, the WBB will receive all Nc − tc shares and combine them to produce and
publish WBBreceipt[p, Bp ] for period p by global time
Clock ≤ (Tend,p + δ + Tcomp ) + δ + (Nc + 1)Tcomp
= Tend,p + 2δ + (Nc + 2)Tcomp .
In the above, we assume that all WBB computation is done in time (tc + Nc − tc ) ·
Tcomp + Tcomp as WBB needs to wait for at least Nc − tc valid signature shares and
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combine a valid TSS. As the adversary can not create more than tc TSS shares for
records that do not include x, and the view of the honest WBB is append only,
we have that for global time
Clock := T 0 = Tend,p + ∆ + 2δ + (Nc + 2)Tcomp
and for any T 00 ≥ T 0 , x is included in the view of the WBB. This concludes the
proof.
It follows from Theorem 5.3 that the new fully secure BB system tolerates
< Nc /2 corrupted IC peers to achieve Confirmable Liveness.
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6

Related Work

In this section, we give an overview of other BB systems introduced in the literature. We consider the idea of using Byzantine Agreement protocols and describe
BB systems of Peters [Pet05], Heather and Lundin [HL09], Krummenacher [Kru10],
STAR-Vote [BBK+ 12, BBB+ 13], D-DEMOS [CZZ+ 16] and Dini [Din03].
We stress that from the above [HL09] focuses only on BB and has been published, STAR-Vote, D-DEMOS and e-voting service proposed by Dini have been
indeed published in a conference/journal, but describe entire voting system and
do not focus on BB systems.

6.1

Byzantine Agreement Problem

The problem of achieving consensus in a distributed system in case of Byzantine, i.e., arbitrary failures, is known as the Byzantine Agreement (BA) problem
[LSP82]. The idea is that all honest peers must agree on the output value and it
can be shown that these protocols tolerate strictly less that N/3 faulty peers.
The authors of [CGS97] claim that a BB system can be viewed as a secure
broadcast channel and it can be implemented as a set of replicated servers implementing a BA protocol. Classical BA protocols can be used to agree on the
vote-set, but they are not suitable for implementing vote collection. Furthermore,
the majority of such protocols require synchronous communication model and have
unreasonable computation complexity for practical use in the voting scenario.
In general, Byzantine fault-tolerance is an important characteristic of a system
and a number of Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithms using state machine replication have been introduced and implemented, e.g., [CL02] and [SB12]. These
algorithms tolerate < N/3 faulty replicas, but they are much more costly and
their actual cryptographic security is unknown, and must be thoroughly studied
before applying it to e-voting scenario.

6.2

Peters’ Bulletin Board

In his Master’s thesis Peters [Pet05] studies different protocols implementing a secure broadcast channel. He compares communication and computation complexity, threat models and chooses to implement a variation of a protocol proposed in
[Rei94] on top of a secure group membership protocol from [Rei96]. He states that
his goal is to give an implementation and he does not concentrate on studying the
cryptographic security and complete descriptions for the protocols.
The overall idea is somewhat similar to a two-phase commit protocol, i.e., a
user sends a message to a random IC peer. This particular peer first broadcasts a
so called init message and others reply with signed echo message. Once the peer
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receives signatures from more than 2Nc /3 peers, it broadcasts a commit message.
Again a peer waits for more than 2Nc /3 signed confirmations, constructs the receipt
and sends it to the user.
In order to improve the communication and computation complexity, Peters
replaces digital signatures with threshold signatures. Peters does not assume the
existence of any trusted third party and stresses that to get a completely distributed BB no trusted set-up must be required. The set-up phase is completely
distributed and, therefore, the threshold signature scheme tolerates only ts < N/2
and by definition tc + 1 signature shares are required to generate a valid threshold
signature. In his work, Peters considers [Bol03] to be a suitable signature scheme.
As the cryptographic security of the system is not studied, it might be an issue.
This can be solved using the trivial TSS. In his Master’s thesis [Beu12], Beuchat
implements a BB based on [Pet05], but uses a TSS of [Sho00] that also requires a
trusted third party for key generation.
In the BB system, the secure group membership protocol [Rei96] is used to
maintain the set of currently operational and correct peers.
Peters work includes a detailed description of the protocols and justifies the correctness in this setting, but without formal security analysis and verification this
system cannot be used in a real world setting. Furthermore, Peters assumes the
network is always reliable (not only for liveness), i.e., all honest peers can always
communicate with each other and an honest peer failing to communicate is considered to be corrupted and will lead to execution of the secure group membership
protocol.
Therefore, the threat model and lack of formal cryptographic proof makes this
system not suitable for use in real-world election process, at least before it has not
been analysed cryptographically.

6.3

Heather and Lundin’s Bulletin Board

Heather and Lundin [HL09] propose a BB system motivated by the requirements
of e-voting systems. Heather and Lundin identify the following security properties: Unalterable History which in an analogue of Unremovability (bb.4); Certified
Publishing which is an analogue of Stability (bb.1); Timely Publication which
is somewhat similar to Confirmable Liveness, meaning that a posted item must
eventually be published.
They propose a system containing only a single peer and prove that it satisfies
the aforementioned requirements. The system uses locking and hashing, thus,
it does not scale well. Heather and Lundin also point out the importance of a
distributed and fault-tolerant BB. They briefly discuss possible approaches, but
leave concrete system and its security analysis for future work.
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6.4

Krummenacher’s Bulletin Board

In MSE Seminar on E-Voting Krummenacher [Kru10] proposes a distributed BB
system for e-voting applications inspired by the system introduced in [HL09].
Krummenacher improves the approach of Heather and Lundin making it faulttolerant and distributed using threshold signatures. In his implementation, a BB
is public, i.e., everyone can read published items, once an item is published it
cannot be removed or deleted, and each reader must be able to detect insertion,
change and deletion.
Similarly the approach of Heather and Lundin, Krummenacher makes very
strong assumptions, e.g., he assumes that there exists an adequate public key
infrastructure. Krummenacher states that the system is distributed, but uses
RSA threshold signature [Sho00], which has a trusted dealer. (To overcome this
issue, the trivial threshold signature scheme can be used.)
There are both synchronous and asynchronous versions of the protocol. However, it is stated that the synchronous version is not suitable for e-voting applications, because it cannot tolerate large amount of write requests due to locking.
Thus, in the following, we concentrate on the asynchronous version.
Different variants of asynchronous protocols and their disadvantages are presented. In one version, the user publishes on several boards in parallel leading to
loss of performance by locking, but it is claimed that once a user receives a receipt
it is guaranteed that l out of Nc IC peers have published the message, where l is
the size of the threshold set, i.e., TSS is used to create the receipt.
In another variant of the asynchronous protocol, the user posts a message
independently to l out of Nc peers, in this case it is not guaranteed that all l peers
will also publish the message as threshold signing is not used. In both cases, IC
peers may have their own history of items posted and to get a full public WBB,
these histories must be combined.
Furthermore, Krummenacher describes a concrete implementation of BB, but
does not present a formal security proof. Krummenacher states that the system
is correct if more than Nc /2 of IC peers are up and running. We stress that (in
comparison to C-S or the fully secure BB system) the usage of locks leads to loss
of performance.

6.5

Bulletin Board of STAR-Vote

STAR-Vote ([BBK+ 12, BBB+ 13]) is an example of a kiosk-based voting system
which is designed to tolerate faulty peers. Although the functionality of the BB in
STAR-Vote is also to collect the votes and publish them in the end of an election
period, the setting is completely different from remote e-voting. In other words,
in STAR-Vote, voting terminals play the role of BB. As a result, the collection
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of votes is not addressed and only the problem of tracking the counted votes is
considered.
This is claimed to be solved by using the approach of [SDW08]. The idea
is that Voting terminals in polling stations maintain a log of votes using a hash
chain, i.e., votes are simply hashed into the chain and, therefore, the log can not
be altered. This cannot be applied in a remote e-voting setting when the system
must scale and handle multiple users posting items. Furthermore, there is no
formal protocol description nor security proof, and the threat model is very weak,
i.e., local network is considered to be reliable.
In conclusion, STAR-Vote includes a protocol for collecting votes and posting
them to a remote WBB, the voting terminals just maintain a log of cotes using a
hash chain. However, it does not address the problem of inconsistencies between
the voting terminals.

6.6

Bulletin Board of D-DEMOS

D-DEMOS is a distributed I-voting system introduced by Chrondros et al. in
[CZZ+ 16], which addresses the issues of DEMOS [KZZ15]. In DEMOS vote vollection is done by a centralized Election Authority, but in D-DEMOS BB functionality is divided into two distributed sub-systems, namely, the vote collection
sub-system (in our notation, IC sub-system) and the BB sub-system (in our notation, the WBB sub-system). The IC sub-system is responsible for vote collection
and runs two protocols: the Voting protocol and the Vote-Set Consensus protocol.
Both protocols are explicitly described and analysed. The protocol can tolerate
< Nc /3 corrupted IC peers and < Nc /2 corrupted WBB peers.
The idea is that a user sends a vote only to one IC peer which is responsible
for delivering the receipt back to the user. This IC peer communicates with other
IC peers to create a receipt and a uniqueness certificate for the ballot indicating
that this user has voted making use of verifiable threshold secret sharing and
digital signatures. In the end of election period, IC sub-system runs the Vote-Set
Consensus protocol to guarantee that all honest IC peers agree on the vote-set.
After the execution of the latter protocol, IC nodes publish their results to all
WBB peers. A WBB peers accepts a vote-set when it receives tc + 1 identical sets.
The main difference with [CS14b] is that the vote collection is completely asynchronous. Furthermore, the set of votes is uploaded to the distributed WBB in
the end of election period. We believe that it is due to the complexity of the VoteSet Consensus protocol, because for each vote ballot Bracha’s binary consensus
protocol [Bra87] is executed. We do not consider it computationally reasonable in
real-world elections to perform a binary consensus for each ballot. We are interested in an approach where votes can be published in some period p so that voters
get the opportunity to validate their votes. However, in D-DEMOS vote can be
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validated only in the end of the election period.
The security of D-DEMOS is studied in a cryptographic model. More precisely,
the authors of [CZZ+ 16] show that if a voter obtains a receipt, then with high
probability it is assured that the vote will be published on the honest WBB peer.
Furthermore, the liveness is achieved in asynchronous communication model. We
note that in our framework presented in Section 3, we make use of the notation
from [CZZ+ 16].

6.7

E-Voting Service of Dini

Dini [Din03] proposes a distributed e-voting service following the approach of
[FOO92]. It is based on replication and tolerates arbitrary failures. Dini does not
focus on the BB system, but on an e-voting service in general.
Dini requires the system to achieve Eligibility, Uniqueness, Privacy and Availability. The drawbacks of the approach are that a sender anonymous channel is
needed and that the voter will have to run a validation protocol. On the other
hand, in our approach, we formalize the requirements of voting where it is assumed that the voter gets a credential that authenticates her during ballot casting
with the voting collection system, therefore, no anonymous channel requirements
are needed. Furthermore, Dini assumes the existence of reliable channels in his
security model.
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7

Conclusion

In this thesis, we studied BB systems for e-voting from functionality and security
aspect. Based on the analysis of security requirements proposed by Culnane and
Schneider in Computer Security Foundations Symposium 2014, we introduced a
cryptographic framework for secure BB systems. We expanded the model of Garay
et al. from Eurocrypt 2015 for secure blockchain protocols, and considered a secure
BB as an RPTL that additionally supports the generation of receipts for successful
postings. We described two properties: Persistence and Confirmable Liveness. We
used confirmability in the Liveness property to capture the generation of receipts.
We also extended the Persistence property to be confirmable. In other words, the
dishonesty of WBB can be detected via verification of published data.
We analysed the security of C-S BB system. We showed that C-S BB does not
achieve Confirmable Persistence for < N/3 corrupted IC peers without using the
trivial threshold signature scheme. In case of using a TSS with distributed key
generation, the bound is < N/4. Furthermore, we attacked liveness of C-S BB
and showed that it does not achieve Confirmable Liveness in case of corrupted IC
peers.
Inspired by the security analysis of C-S BB, we presented a fully secure and
simple BB system that tolerates < N/3 corrupted IC peers for Confirmable Persistence and < N/2 corrupted IC peers for Confirmable Liveness.
This thesis is based on a submitted paper ”A Cryptographic Approach to Bulletin Boards” with co-authors Aggelos Kiayas, Helger Lipmaa, Janno Siim and
Thomas Zacharias. We note that security proofs in this thesis are more detailed
compared to the submitted paper. Furthermore, in our paper we do not prove Confirmable Persistence for C-S BB, and do not present related work on BB systems
as thoroughly as in this thesis.
In future work, the concept of clashing items must be further studied. Namely,
in Estonian e-voting, it is required that as a countermeasure against corruption it
must be possible to re-vote. Currently all votes are published on the WBB which
can not be the case for that scenario. Furthermore, the proposed fully secure BB
system needs to be implemented and benchmarked.
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